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Mayan Symbolism 2Mayan Symbolism 2

´ Wheat formation estimated to be 320 feet in diameter, reported
August 9, 2005, near Waylands Smithy, Wiltshire, England, stone
circle and long barrow.Steve Alexander.

´ The central crescent shape is said to represent the Sun, and other
features relate to dates in the Mayan Calendar.

19

Milk Hill, Wiltshire, 4Milk Hill, Wiltshire, 4thth Aug 2003Aug 2003

Another stunning image! But what does the Symbolism Mean?
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The 2001 Chilbolton Message 1The 2001 Chilbolton Message 1
´ 21 Aug 2001
´ Seems to be a

response to 1974
Arecibo Message

17

Polish Crop CirclePolish Crop Circle July 21/22, 2000 @ approx 12:15amJuly 21/22, 2000 @ approx 12:15am

Crop circle found in wheatfield in front of Mr.
Szpulecki's house by his neighbour.

Photo: T .Filipczak
Below: Same spot in 2001!
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The Chilbolton Radar FacilityThe Chilbolton Radar Facility
´A UV lidar
´94 GHz

radiometer.
´Used for

Meteorology,
Hydrology and
Environmental
Science

15

Characteristic Crop CircleCharacteristic Crop Circle ““SwirlsSwirls””

14th August 1986, one of the first circles discovered with a single
concentric ring but again note the ‘swirl signature’which is around 0.25 of
a rotation. No stomper board marks or multiple rotations present.
Copyright: Colin Andrews 1986.

http://www.memorologyllc.com/CropCircleInfo/TheSignatureAndSignsOfContact03.htm

http://www.memorologyllc.com/CropCircleInfo/TheSignatureAndSignsOfContact-03.htm
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Alien Head Aug 2002Alien Head Aug 2002
´ This incredible image contains a

binary encoded message in the
disk –you can read it by
decoding the sequence of 0’s
and 1’s, from the inside out, (as
a CD is read) into a set of ASCII
characters. The first word is
shown below.

13

Black Ops? MicrowaveBlack Ops? Microwave
Beam Technology?Beam Technology?

´ In an article entitled “CROP CIRCLES: "SIGNS" FROM ABOVE OR HUMAN ARTIFACTS?”,
Jacques Vallee states:
The early formations were simple circles, then circles with satellites. In later years more and
more sophisticated and preciselydrawn geometric figures appeared. All the significant
formations were observed in an area in close proximity to major research facilities of the
British defence establishment, often in controlled airspace.

´ These studies point to the crop formations as the result of sophisticated electronic warfare
experiments conducted by defence contractors. If you are trying to calibrate a beam,
drawing a pattern on a wheat field can yield precision information within the diameter of one
stalk over hundreds of feet, an ideal test situation.

´ Soon or later the truth will be known, and it can be used to discredit the community of
paranormal researchers who have rushed to decipher alien scripts in the formations, or
have hypothesized a return of the Druids, earth lights or messages from Gaia without first
testing the basic physics of the situation. It may also be that such hypotheses have been
coldly planted among the New Age milieu as part of a psychological warfare experiment,
and that the real nature of the crop formations can thus be hidden from serious attention for
a very long time.

http://www.ufoevidence.org/documents/doc1754.htm

http://www.ufoevidence.org/documents/doc1754.htm
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Colin Andrews,Colin Andrews, CheesefootCheesefoot Head, PatHead, Pat
Delgado and Nick PopeDelgado and Nick Pope

´ The unusual events at White Crow
occurred on the night of
Saturday/Sunday 1718th June, 1989

Standing at the southern position with Colin, I was controlled to reach out
and sweep energy from the sound into Colin’s body. I do not know why.
Colin then left me and returned to the group at the top of the circle. I
turned towards the sound and my arms were being pulled over the crop
with an even greater force and my body felt it was being pulled upward and
forward out of the circle at some perilous angle. With all the strength I
could muster I managed to withdraw my arms, gradually sink down and
turn around so I was now facing north. I eventually laid down on my
stomach and began to inch my way up the centre of the sloping circle floor,
grabbing at bunches of flattened barley stems and pushing with my knees
and feet.

11

Circle Makers Spiral DesignCircle Makers Spiral Design
´ “At the beginning of August 2004 circlemakers John

Lundberg, Rod Dickinson and Wil Russell were asked
by National Geographic TV to create a demonstration
formation in daylight opposite Silbury Hill in Wiltshire for
a documentary on the crop circle phenomenon. We
decided to create a 200ft formation incorporating a
square spiral. Until now square spirals have not
appeared out in the fields, probably because unlike a
circular spiral  a square spiral is a complex geometric
form and difficult to create accurately. It took 3 of us a
very sedate 5 hours to create, with lots of breaks in
construction for filming.”

´ “As far as we were aware at the time, no previous crop
circle design had incorporated a square spiral, or water
snake as it is sometimes called. But in one of those
cosmic coincidences that happen frequently in a subject
like this, we've now seen reports of a square spiral
formation at Woodingdean in East Sussex (pictured
right) which appeared a few days before we created
ours on camera, although unlike our formation its
construction seems somewhat haphazard.”

Woodingdean
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Pat Delgado LevitatedPat Delgado Levitated  22
´ was then that both of us began to be pulled back and

downwards. Fighting against this force we managed to
break away from it and crawl to the side of the circle
and, still crouching, we quickly worked our way back to
the group at the north side.

´ For some minutes we sat there answering questions as
to what had happened when suddenly some force
levitated me to a height just brushing the flattened
crop and floated me to the east side of the circle.
Now I was feeling really scared. What force could
have moved me a distance of about three metres
while still in the same sitting position? It was here I
called to Colin and the others to join me. After a few
minutes we all decided to leave the circle.

´ was then that both of us began to be pulled back and
downwards. Fighting against this force we managed to
break away from it and crawl to the side of the circle
and, still crouching, we quickly worked our way back to
the group at the north side.

´ For some minutes we sat there answering questions as
to what had happened when suddenly some force
levitated me to a height just brushing the flattened
crop and floated me to the east side of the circle.
Now I was feeling really scared. What force could
have moved me a distance of about three metres
while still in the same sitting position? It was here I
called to Colin and the others to join me. After a few
minutes we all decided to leave the circle.

9

Geological AspectsGeological Aspects

´ Some researchers have noted that the Geology of an area can be very important
in the Crop Circle Phenomenon –perhaps because of the amount of water in the
aquifer etc.

´ Most of the area where Crop Formations are found in the UK is mainly a Chalk
landscape. Freddy Silva discusses this –and “sacred sites”here.
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Connection to 9/11Connection to 9/11 ––
Levitation EffectsLevitation Effects

John Hutchison Levitation
Demonstration 01 Nov 2008

–at his Vancouver
Apartment

John Hutchison Levitation
Demonstration 01 Nov 2008

–at his Vancouver
Apartment

Shortly after 9/11 (How did
the NYPD car get inverted?)
Shortly after 9/11 (How did

the NYPD car get inverted?)

Dr Judy Wood has proposed that an undisclosed type of Directed EDr Judy Wood has proposed that an undisclosed type of Directed Energynergy
Weapon was used to destroy most of the World Trade Centre CompleWeapon was used to destroy most of the World Trade Centre Complex onx on
9/11.9/11.

7

Effects on CropsEffects on Crops  Burn Marks etcBurn Marks etc

Barley Mansfield, Notts, 6th July 1991

Wheat  Sutton on Trent, Notts, 6th July 1991

Wheat  Husbands Bosworth,
Notts, 7th July 1990

Wheat  Southwell, Notts, 7th July
1990

´ These effects could be the result of Microwave
Radiation, which would answer a number of
additional questions… http://www.phenomenonresearch.com/

http://www.phenomenonresearch.com/
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WTC DustWTC Dust ––Iron Rich Microspheres?Iron Rich Microspheres?
´ Perhaps Steven E Jones

et al knew what to cover
up?

´ “Ironrich spheroid from
the USGS Particle Atlas
of World Trade Center
Dust.”

´ This is about 20 m in
diameter –comparable
to Spheres in the Crop
Circle Soil Sample found
by WC Levengood.

http://911research.wtc7.net/essays/thermite/explosive_residues.html

5

19901990 ––PictogramsPictograms

´ Night of July 10, 1990, Alton Barnes
http://www.lovely.clara.net/crop_circles_history90.html

http://911research.wtc7.net/essays/thermite/explosive_residues.html
http://www.lovely.clara.net/crop_circles_history90.html
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Operation Black Jack / 2012Operation Black Jack / 2012

´ The UK Daily
Telegraph Website
has featured a
strange series
called “Operation
Blackjack”which
featured an
encoded message:

´ “this is not simply
entertainment”

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/culture/4590866/BlackjackPart4.html?image=14

3

A History of Crop FormationsA History of Crop Formations  22
´ This Crop Formation, from the

same era (17th Century), also from
the A Natural History of
Staffordshire occurred in St. Gile's
fields at University College. The
cloud and trumpetlike diagram
(upper left) illustrates Plot's
hypothesis that Crop Formations

´ "must needs be the effects of
Lightning, exploded from the
Clouds"

´ ... in this case, the clouds
"breaking first in a quadrangular,
and after in a wider circular
forme."

http://www.bltresearch.com/otherfacts.html#notnew

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/culture/4590866/Blackjack---Part-4.html?image=14
http://www.bltresearch.com/otherfacts.html#notnew
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Websites UsedWebsites Used

´www.bltresearch.com
´www.colinandrews.net
´www.cropcircleconnector.com
´www.lucypringle.co.uk
´www.temporarytemples.co.uk
´www.cropcircleanswers.com
´Also see www.checktheevidence.com

1

A Mystery in The FieldsA Mystery in The Fields

What do those Shapes and Circles Mean?

Pictures here by Lucy Pringle  http://www.lucypringle.co.uk/

http://www.bltresearch.com
http://www.colinandrews.net
http://www.cropcircleconnector.com
http://www.lucypringle.co.uk
http://www.temporarytemples.co.uk
http://www.cropcircleanswers.com
http://www.checktheevidence.com

